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A. Where Canon Law Intersects with Civil Law
1. What does Canon Law say about Civil Law?
 “Those civil laws to which the law of the Church yields are to be observed in canon law with
the same effects, insofar as they are not contrary to divine law and unless canon law provides
otherwise.” (canon 22)
 “Institutes of consecrated life and societies of apostolic life should obtain, as far as possible,
juridical and civil identity in the countries in which they operate.” (2018 Guidelines, no. 69)1
 “Where the institute has to assign the assets to an entity other than a natural person, the
Superior who has granted the permission should maintain adequate documentation attesting
to the actual ownership, in order to avoid the possibility of civil litigation.” (2018 Guidelines,
no. 69)
2. What does Civil Law say about Canon Law?
 “While Canon Law is not determinative of responsibilities imposed by the civil law, it can
define the relationships among various parts of a religious organization such as the
Catholic Church” (John Doe) 2
 “Defining the Canon Law relationships is the starting point for an assessment of civil law
responsibility. … The Court will be deferential to matters of internal processes in the
Church. However, in this case, those internal processes are relevant in the adjudication of
the rights as between the Plaintiffs and the Defendant.” (John Doe)
3. What are the Three Types of Canon Law?
 Universal law of the Church, as found in the Code of Canon Law and subsequent universal
documents (canons 8.1, 12)

1

Collection of Vatican Documents, Economy at the Service of the Charism and Mission: Guidelines, 2018 [2018 Guidelines].
John Doe (GEB #25) v The Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of St. John’s, 2018 NLSC 60 at paras 169-170 [“John
Doe”].
2
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 Particular law, related to territory, such as the decisions of the Canadian Conference of
Catholic Bishops, which are binding in Canada, but not elsewhere (canons 8.2, 13)
 Proper law, which applies to persons, no matter where they may be situated, such as the
Constitutions of a religious institute, which apply to all members of the community, no
matter in what part of the world they may be living; these norms do not apply to other
religious (who have their own Constitutions) (canon 587)
4. What are the Basic Components of Civil Law?
 Common law consisting of the body of case law used by the courts as precedents (outside of
Quebec)
 General federal and provincial (including Civil Code of Québec) legislation adopted by
elected legislative bodies
 Special federal and provincial legislation incorporating a religious institute
5. What Areas of Civil Law Most Frequently Intersect with Canon Law Regarding Religious
Institutes?
 Corporate Law
o Federal general legislation (e.g. Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act)
o Provincial general legislation (e.g. Ontario Corporations Act, soon to be replaced by the
Ontario Not-for-Profit Corporations Act, British Columbia Societies Act, Nova Scotia
Societies Act, New Brunswick Companies Act)
 Tax Law
o Federal tax legislation, such as the Income Tax Act (e.g. in obtaining and maintaining
charitable status) and Excise Tax Act (HST and GST)
o Provincial tax legislation, such as provincial sales tax (e.g. PST, QST), land transfer tax,
and employer health tax
o Municipal tax, such as property tax (under provincial assessment legislation)
 Trust Law (common law)
o Restricted charitable purpose trusts
o Compliance with donor intent and restrictions
o Exposure of directors and officers to breach of trust
o Provincial trustee legislation concerning authority and duty with investing charitable
funds
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 Charity-Specific Legislation
o Charities Accounting Act in Ontario authorising the Public Guardian and Trustee to
oversee the handling of charitable property
o Fundraising legislation (e.g. Alberta Charitable Fund-raising Act)
o Protection of charitable property (e.g. BC Charitable Purposes Preservation Act)
 Property Law
o Provincial legislation governing the conveyancing of property
o Specific legislation dealing with holding and conveyancing of property held by religious
organizations (e.g. Ontario Religious Organizations’ Lands Act, Alberta Religious
Societies’ Land Act, Nova Scotia Religious and Charitable Corporations Property Act)
 Employment Law
o Provincial employment standards legislation
o Regulatory legislation concerning employment matters (e.g. Ontario Workplace Safety
and Insurance Act, Prince Edward Island Occupational Health and Safety Act)
o Common law principles involving wrongful dismissal
 Human Rights Law
o Federal human rights protection
 Federal legislation (e.g. Canadian Human Rights Act, Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms)
 Decisions of the Canadian Human Rights Commission
o Provincial human rights protection
 Provincial human rights legislation (e.g. Newfoundland and Labrador Human
Rights Act, Ontario Human Rights Code)
 Provincial human rights commissions, which are independent government
agencies that administer the provincial human rights act (e.g. Nova Scotia Human
Rights Commission, Yukon Human Rights Commission)
 Provincial human rights tribunals that function as the ‘court’ in making decisions
on matters of human rights complaints (e.g. BC Human Rights Tribunal)
6. When Will the Courts Intervene in Matters of Canon Law?
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 Wall decision3 – The Supreme Court of Canada has recently held that courts cannot review
matters concerning religious doctrine, including procedural rules that require the
interpretation of such doctrine
o “…[C]ourts should not decide matters of religious dogma. As this Court noted in
Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, 2004 SCC 47, [2004] 2 S.C.R. 551, at para. 50, “Secular
judicial determinations of theological or religious disputes, or of contentious matters of
religious doctrine, unjustifiably entangle the court in the affairs of religion. …”
 Ivantchenko decision4 – the court, in considering a claim of wrongful constructive dismissal,
summarized the approach that courts take when dealing with matters of a religious
organization
o “The typical pattern in court decisions is to carefully explicate the polity of the religious
organization based on expert evidence… These authorities show that once the
ecclesiastical relationships are properly understood, the court will oblige the religious
organization and its member to comply with its internal law; this may include, for
example, refusing to permit a civil suit to proceed until the internal routes are exhausted
and found wanting.”
 Hart decision5 –the court declined to intervene because the plaintiff had not exhausted the
internal processes of the church. Even though the plaintiff had framed the action as a matter
of property and civil rights, which are areas where the courts will intervene, the Ontario
Superior Court held that the dispute was really a matter of canon law, and therefore would
not interfere.
o “The essence of the claim between Father Hart and the Archdiocese is ecclesiastic in
nature and this court has no jurisdiction over that dispute. Moreover, the internal
processes that are designed to deal with that dispute do not offend the principles of
natural justice and Father Hart has not exhausted the internal processes available to
him. For these reasons, these proceedings constitute an abuse of process and are stayed. ”
 Dodd decision6 – the court, in confirming the membership termination of five individuals
who had been professed sisters of the Roman Catholic Church, deferred completely to canon
law rather than civil law.
o “The reluctance of civil Courts of law to interfere in internal church matters was well
stated by Patterson JA., in McPherson v McKay (1880)…:
The functions of a Court of law exclude the discussion of the doctrines,
government, or discipline of voluntary religious associations, except when
they become elements in the adjudication of controversies respecting
property, contracts, or other civil rights. The attempt to deal with such
questions is always a matter of delicacy, and cannot be undertaken with any
confidence without ample information upon all the topics which require
Highwood Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses (Judical Committee) v Wall, 2018 SCC 26 at para 36 [“Wall”].
Ivantchenko, et al v The Sisters of Saint Kosmas Aitolos Greek Orthodox Monastery, 2011 ONSC 6481 at para 11.
5
Hart v Roman Catholic Episcopal Corp of the Diocese of Kingston, 2010 ONSC 4709, 2010 CarswellOnt 6518 at para 45.
6
Dodd et al v Society of the Love of Jesus (1975), 53 DLR (3d) at para 42 [“Dodd”].
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consideration. When it becomes necessary, however, the duty must be
discharged as best it may, and as has been done in many cases …”
 Subject to the above limitations, the courts may be prepared to intervene in the following
situations:7
o When church tribunals do not follow their own procedural and substantive rules
o Where internal tribunals do not comply with the rules of natural justice, although Wall
clarifies that a court cannot justify its intervention with the decision of a religious
institute on the “sole basis that there is an alleged breach of the rules of natural
justice…”8
o Where tribunals acted in an ultra vires fashion, with malice, mala fides, or bias, or other
improper fashion
o Where disciplinary disputes occur within a religious organization that is incorporated
under civil law, and thereby making a dispute subject to legislated procedural
requirements
o Where the dispute was related to a property or civil right
o In other unique circumstances, such as where a civil court was called upon to carry out
a punishment by an internal tribunal
o Interpretation of civil law legislation that allows religious institutions to hold land or
property in trust (e.g. Ontario Religious Organizations’ Lands Act)
B. Understanding Differences in Organizational Structures
1. An Overview of Organizational Structures at Canon Law
 Canon law recognizes three different kinds of “persons”
o Physical persons: (canon 96) individuals who have received baptism and thereby
constitute the Church
o Moral persons: (canon 113.2) institutions that came into existence through the aid of no
legislator (e.g. the Apostolic See and the Catholic Church itself)
o Juridical persons: (canon 113.1) creations of the law to enable people to come together
to perform a work or carry out a mission of the church and have perpetual existence
o There are apostolates that are not operating as a distinct division, but as the work of the
local community
 Canon law distinguishes between two types of juridic persons:

MH Ogilvie, “Are Members of the Clergy Without the Law? Hart v Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of the Diocese of
Kingston” (2014) 39:2 Queen’s LJ 441 at 451, lists the first six of the seven factors outlined here.
8
Wall, supra note 3 at para 24.
7
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o Private juridic persons (canon 116.2) function in their own name:
 Their goods are not considered ecclesiastical goods
 Their works are considered more the work of Catholics than Catholic works
o Public juridic persons (canon 116.6) operate in the name of the Church:
 Their temporal goods are ecclesiastical goods
 They represent the Church in the same sense as a diocese or religious institute
 Charitable works can be done through an apostolate as an internal division of the
public juridic person
2. An Overview of Organizational Structures at Civil Law
 Charitable Trusts
o One or more persons holding legal title to property for a charitable purpose
o Usually established by trust documents or instruments like a will
o Not commonly used as an organizational structure, but charitable trusts are still relevant
for religious institutes with regard to the restricted charitable purpose trust
o Holds title to property through trustees
o Trustees can be exposed to personal liability
 Unincorporated Associations
o Not a separate legal entity and has no legal status apart from its members
o It reflects a coming together of persons by agreement for a particular purpose
o Relationship is generally contractual in nature and usually established by a constitution
or a memorandum of understanding
o Unable to hold title in its own name, it must hold title through trustees
o Members of the unincorporated association are exposed to personal liability
 Corporations
o Separate legal entity or legal persons at civil law independent of its members
o Can be structured as either a for-profit corporation with shareholders or a not-for-profit
corporation with members
o Institutes are generally structured as not-for-profit corporations with a membership base
o Corporations are created by general legislation (e.g. Canada Not-for-profit Corporations
Act or Ontario Corporations Act or BC Societies Act) or by special legislation
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o A not-for-profit corporation that is incorporated by general legislation will have
corporate members, a board of directors, and officers
o A corporation that is incorporated by special legislation may have a different structure
(i.e. a corporation sole will have only one person; i.e. the Bishop, who performs all of
these functions, along with other officers or officials as the Bishop may appoint)
o Corporations can own property and sue and be sued in their own name
o Members of the corporation are protected from personal liability
3. Intersection of Public Juridic Persons and Civil Corporations
 Where a public juridic person include multiple civil corporations
o E.g. a local house that is both a public juridic person and a civil corporation operates a
school as a sponsored work of the local house as its apostolate, but through the auspices
of a separate civil corporation
o In such situations, problems can arise in transferring property and funds between the two
civil corporations as parts of a single public juridic person unless both civil corporations
are registered charities
 Where a civil corporation includes multiple public juridic persons
o E.g. an incorporated diocese and its parishes that are not separately incorporated
o E.g. an incorporated local house, as a public juridic person, sponsors a school that is
recognized as a separate public juridic person
o The separate public juridic persons in both situations could obtain separate charitable
status as an “internal division” of the parent organization, even though not separately
incorporated, but are not required to do so
o If a canonical public juridic person does not incorporate separately, all liabilities of the
canonical public juridic persons will be the responsibility of the single corporate civil
entity (e.g. an incorporated diocese will be liable for its unincorporated parishes)
4. Corporate Purposes v. Canonical Mission
 Corporate purposes at civil law must:
o Be broad enough to encompass all activities of the religious institute as a charity
o Where the religious institute is a registered charity, the purposes must be exclusively
charitable
o The canonical mission of a religious institute as a public juridic person is often outwardfacing and may therefore not describe the inward religious community nature of the
institute
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o It is therefore important that the corporate purpose be broad enough to encompass all of
the works of the religious institute and also articulate the implicit mission of the religious
institute at canon law
 It is also important to incorporate canon law into the incorporating documents of the
institute, where possible, by including a clause, such as:
o “In the operation of the corporation, the canon law of the Catholic Church as amended
from time to time, except where such is contrary to applicable legislation, shall be
complied with and observed.”
 Special legislation that incorporates a religious institute will normally take precedent over
general corporate legislation where a conflict arises. This principle has been reflected in
some corporate legislation (e.g. section 5 of the Ontario Not-for-profit Corporations Act)
5. Official Roles within Public Juridic Persons
 Major Superior (canon 620)
o Responsible for governing the entire religious institute, a province, or an autonomous
house
 Council members (canon 627)
o Advise the major superior
o Superiors are not normally members of council
o Minimum of two council members is required
 Treasurers (canon 636)
o Responsible for financial affairs of the religious institute
o Advisor to the general administration for the institute
o Prepares accounts for external audit
6. Official Roles within Civil Corporations
 Board of Directors
o Directors are collectively responsible for managing or supervising the management of
the affairs of the corporation
o As directors of a charitable corporation, they have a high fiduciary duty to put the best
interest of the corporation ahead of their own, avoid conflicts of interest, and to ensure
that the charitable property of the corporation is applied to its intended charitable
purposes
o Directors can be exposed to personal liability for breach of fiduciary duty and/or breach
of trust
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o Decisions are made on a collective basis and no one director has any more authority than
another director, unlike that of a major superior and her council
o Important that separate corporate records be kept for the civil corporation, including
separate members and board of directors meetings
 Officers
o Generally consists of chair, vice chair (or president and vice president), secretary and
treasurer
o Officers can be directors but not a necessity; however, the chair or vice chair should be
directors in order to best fulfill their function
o The role of officers is to execute the decision of the board of directors
o The role of the treasurer is to be responsible for the financial affairs and records of the
corporation
o There is no reason why a treasurer at civil law could not be a lay person as distinct from
having to be a religious of the institute
o Similarly, there is no reason at civil law why a lay person as a treasurer of a civil
corporate entity for an institute could not also act as the treasurer of the religious institute
o As such, corporate articles and by-laws under civil law frequently require that the
treasurer be a member in perpetual vows.
 Corporate Members
o Members of a not-for-profit corporation are akin to that of shareholders of a share capital
corporation in that they elect and can remove directors of the corporation
o Member rights have become much more robust under new corporate legislation, such as
the Canada Not-for-profit Act and the Ontario Not-for-profit Corporations Act
o Corporate membership can be
 Closed (e.g. limited to its board of directors) and/or a small group of trusted
advisors
 Or it can be open to include a large base membership (e.g. all professed members
within an institute as corporate members)
 Or it can be limited to one or more spiritual leaders (e.g. the major superior on
her own or with members of her council)
o Members have ultimate accountability for the civil corporation through their ability to
elect and remove the board of directors
o In addition, members can also be given enhanced authority through reserve powers, such
as the right to approve the sale of property that the board of directors of the corporation
would not normally have authority to exercise
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7. Issues on Dissolution
 Generally under canon law, if a public juridic person is being suppressed, then its assets
must be transferred to its canonical parental public juridic person
 However, problems arise if that canonical parent body is not a registered Canadian charity
to which a gift of assets can be given
 As well, the dissolution clause in the incorporating documents for the civil corporation may
be different from what canon law requires
 In addition, a transfer of assets upon dissolution may need to comply with applicable donor
restricted charitable purpose trusts
C. Selling Property
1. Selling Property under Canon Law
 The Vatican has issued two documents related to the proper administration of temporal
goods
o On August 2, 2014, the Vatican issued Guidelines for the Administration of the Assets in
Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life (2014 Guidelines)
o On January 6, 2018, the Vatican issued Economy of the Service of the Charism and
Mission (2018 Guidelines)
 Keeping in mind that the canonical rules on alienation apply only to stable patrimony and
not to free or unrestricted assets (canon 1291), the 2018 Guidelines define “stable
patrimony” as a composition “of the immovable and movable goods that guarantee the
subsistence of the institute, the provinces, the legitimately erected houses and assure the
realization of the mission.”9
 Under Article 83 of the 2018 Guidelines, in accordance with Canon 1296, when
ecclesiastical goods are disposed of in a way that violates canonical norms, yet is civilly
valid, then the competent superior must decide whether to take action to claim the rights of
the church.10
 It is a debatable point under civil law whether failure to comply with canon law will
invalidate the sale of property
o Transactions that are invalid under canon law (e.g. if the law of the church required
written consent to complete borrowing transactions) may still be held as valid by civil
courts if it is otherwise legal; these canonically invalid transactions can therefore be
binding on the church (Leonard)11

9

2018 Guidelines, supra note 1 at pg 103.
Ibid, at pg 113.

10
11

Leonard v. St. Patrick Parish [1922] 1 W.W.R. 601, 66 D.L.R. 304.
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 To establish a basis for requiring compliance with canon law on the sale of property, it is
best to ensure that canon law is incorporated into civil law corporate documentation, as
indicated above
2. Selling Property under Civil Law
 Under civil law, canonical juridical persons require civil capacity to undertake juridical
affairs effectively, either because they are constituted in accordance with secular law or
because secular law recognizes the civil personality of the canonical juridical person
 Need to look at both general and special corporate legislation, if applicable
 Review corporate law requirements (e.g. Ontario Corporations Act currently requires
members’ approval where there is a sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the
corporation)
 Need to review approval requirements under general operating by-laws of the civil
corporation for the sale of property, if applicable (e.g. reserve powers)
 It may also be prudent to obtain corporate membership approval when possible even if it is
not legally required
 Decisions of the board of directors as well as the members authorising the sale of property
need to be recorded in separate minutes
 If selling to an entity that is not a qualified donee under the Income Tax Act (e.g. not to
another registered charity), then it is essential to document that the sale of property is being
done at fair market value, pursuant to a qualified appraisal.
 Need to review documentation by which the property being sold was acquired, including the
original deed, to determine if there was a direct or indirect donor restricted charitable
purpose trust, which might impact the corporation’s ability to sell the property (e.g. there
may be a requirement that the property may only be used by the Catholic church) or restrict
the corporation’s use of the proceeds from the sale
 Proceeds of sale would need to be invested in accordance with the investment policy of the
religious institute reflecting applicable Provincial Trustee Act requirements
D. Termination of Membership
1. Voluntary Termination of Membership
 If a religious voluntarily leaves a religious institute and is a member of the corresponding
civil corporation, then the departure of the religious may require a corresponding mechanism
to remove the individual as a corporate member
 Legal actions against a religious institute can arise where a departing religious is not satisfied
with the charitable subsidy offered to them on the occasion of their departure
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o For example, in the Thompson decision, 12 a former nun made a claim against her former
congregation for unjust enrichment one year after being released from her vows and
withdrawing from the Congregation. While this case dealt with a different legal issue,
this case is an example of the type of action that may arise after a religious has departed
from the religious institute
 The potential for legal action emphasizes the importance of having a written
acknowledgment recognizing that if a religious leaves the institute, she has no right to
compensation for services rendered, for the salary that she has handed over to the institute,
or for future considerations.
o In the Glendinning decision13 – the court, in considering whether the Roman Catholic
Church had legal status that would allow it to be sued, acknowledged the contractual
nature of the church, which is recognized as a voluntary association under the civil law.
In the decision, the court referred to the Canadian Encyclopedic Digest, which states:
 “.... The authority of a religious organization over its members rests upon their
voluntary membership and mutual, contractual consent to the doctrine and
discipline of the organization. Since contract is the legal basis for the authority of
a religious organization over its members and affairs, the courts should interpret
internal rules according to the principles for the interpretation of contracts, and
should not interfere with them unduly; interference with such internal rules will
be justified, however, where they interfere with civil rights.”
 Important to require that the individual obtain independent legal advice before signing an
acknowledgment
2. Involuntary Termination of Membership
 Principles from the Supreme Court of Canada’s Wall decision on termination of
membership:
o Religious groups (and other voluntary associations) are private, non-governmental
bodies and not state actors or public bodies. These entities have autonomy to make basic
decisions as private bodies, free from the statutory constraints that are imposed on public
bodies
o Matters of religious doctrine are beyond the scope of the court’s jurisdiction and are not
subject to review. This includes procedural rules that involve the interpretation of
religious doctrine that involves the termination of membership
o Courts, however, may review procedural rules that are “based on a contract between two
parties, even where the contract is meant to give effect to doctrinal religious principles.”

12

Thompson v Our Lady of the Missions, 2011 ONSC 382.
S(JR) v Glendinning, 2000 CanLII 22641 (ON SC), 191 DLR (4th) 750, at para 8, citing the Canadian Encyclopedic Digest,
(3d) vol 4, titled “Religious Organizations”, Part V para 117 [“Glendinning”].
10
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o Courts should not interfere in decisions of voluntary associations, even where procedural
fairness and principles of natural justice are alleged to have been breached, unless a legal
right has been violated
 Issues of how a former religious obtains legal funds to defend against criminal charges
o Legal counsel should be sought concerning the religious institute’s obligation, if any, as
well as its ability to use charitable funds to pay for legal defence claims as there is no
simple solution given all of the legal variables at play.
o For example, in DeJaeger,14 the court provided DeJaeger with court-appointed counsel
to defend his appeal against his criminal conviction and sentence after the Legal Services
Board of Nunavut declined to assist him. The court held that a court-appointed counsel
was appropriate because DeJaeger, who is a member of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate
but had been dismissed from the clerical state, did not have the support of his institute in
furthering appeals nor the financial means to appoint his own counsel, but his appeal had
enough merit. The case is still ongoing
E. Provinces with Boundaries Beyond Canada
1. Canon Law Perspective
 Since public juridical persons are not limited to operating within national boundaries,
religious institutes can be international in scope
 Similarly, a province of a religious institute can have international boundaries
 This flexibility in operating structure has meant that Canadian institutes have been able to
unite their Canadian and American provinces (or with provinces in other countries) to create
a single international province
 However, when doing so, it is important to ensure compliance with civil law requirements
that, if not followed, would prejudice the ability of the Canadian institute to continue to
operate as a registered charity and protect its charitable property
 Administrators must protect the ownership rights of ecclesiastical goods by civilly valid
methods (canon 1284)
 Administrators must also follow both canon law and civil law as well as the conditions
imposed by a founder, donor, or legitimate authority. Importantly, the administrator must
guard against damage happening to the Church as a result of non-observance of civil law
2. Civil Law Perspective
 Although at corporate law it is possible for a foreign civil corporation to operate and/or own
property in Canada in order to correspond with the establishment of an international
province, it is not be possible for the foreign corporation to operate under the Income Tax
Act as a Canadian registered charity

14

R v DeJaeger, 2017 NUCA 2.
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 A registered charity in Canada must be resident in Canada, which in the case of a corporation
means that it is incorporated in Canada and must be under the control of its board of
directors. As a general rule, it is advisable that the board of directors of the Canadian
registered charity be made up of a majority of residents of Canada for income tax purposes
 As well, the assets of the Canadian corporation must either remain under the ownership and
control of the Canadian corporation in its capacity as a registered charity, or be transferred
to another qualified donee under the Income Tax Act (e.g. another Canadian registered
charity). However, the Canadian corporation cannot transfer its assets to a foreign
corporation, as this would involve gifting assets to a non-qualified donee, which would
expose the Canadian charity to sanctions and revocation of its charitable status and potential
loss of its charitable property. However, the Canadian corporation may transfer assets to a
foreign corporation if done under its direction and control through a contract for services
 It is essential that the Canadian corporation as a registered charity maintain ownership of its
assets as well as its independence in order to avoid concerns by CRA on an audit that there
may have been a loss of direction and control by the Canadian charity over its property
 The following are some considerations when restructuring a Canadian corporation as part of
an international province in order to ensure that the Canadian corporation remains
independent for purposes of CRA:
o While it is possible for the leadership of the international province to make up all or a
part of the corporate membership of the Canadian corporation, it may be problematic if
the majority or more of the board of the Canadian corporation is made up of the
provincial leadership of the foreign corporation
o Similarly, the reserve powers granted to the corporate member of the Canadian
corporation (e.g. the provincial leadership in a foreign country) need to be carefully
implemented and utilized, as an overly broad reserve power (e.g. such as extending the
reserve power by members to require membership approval for the rental of property or
the receipt of gifts) could be seen as granting excessive power to the corporate members
and thereby conflating the role of corporate members and directors into a combined de
facto board of directors under the control of a foreign corporation
o As well, the board of directors and corporate members of the Canadian corporation must
meet separately from that of the provincial leadership and keep separate minutes of their
meetings
o In addition, all decisions concerning the operations and the handling of property by the
Canadian corporation as a charity must be made by its board of directors. Decision
cannot be made by the provincial leadership in the foreign jurisdiction by fiat in Canada
o In the event of a charity audit, the CRA will look to see if there is adequate evidence of
direction and control by Canadian board of directors, or whether there is de facto control
by the provincial leadership in the foreign jurisdiction where the provincial leadership is
located
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o As well, all financial activities and records, as well as corporate records of the Canadian
charity, must be located in Canada and be kept at the head office of the Canadian
corporation
o It is important to remember that CRA can request a “data dump” of all emails and other
communications involving the Canadian corporation on a charity audit, so if there is an
email chain evidencing de facto control by the US corporation, CRA can use such
evidence to allege that the Canadian corporation does not have actual direction and
control over its operations, and thereby prejudice the ability of the Canadian corporation
to maintain its charitable status
F. Payments Outside of Canada
1. Canon Law Perspective
 Canadian religious institutes may be required from time to time to make payments outside
of Canada to the generalate or provincialate for either payments of an “annual tax” or to
participate in funding charitable programs
2. Civil Law Perspective
 Canadian religious institutes as registered charities cannot simply make a gift or a grant to a
generalate or provincialate that is not a Canadian registered charity, since to do so would be
to make a gift to a non-qualified donee contrary to the requirement of the Income Tax Act
and open the Canadian charity up to penalties, suspension of receipting privileges, and even
revocation of charitable status
 The following are different options which may be considered (subject to legal advice) for
use by a religious institute that is a Canadian registered charity in making payments to a
generalate or provincialate outside of Canada:
1. The payment of invoices for specific goods or services at fair market value or below (e.g.
the payment of air fare to fly the superior to Canada to visit the operations of the institute)
2. Charitable programs done under the direction and control of the religious institute as a
registered charity though a third party intermediary (e.g. the generalate or provincialate)
by means of a documented arrangement acceptable to the CRA to evidence and direction
and control by the Canadian institute:
o
o
o
o

e.g. Agency Agreement
e.g. Contract for service
e.g. Joint Ministry Agreement
e.g. Co-operative Partnership

3. Recurring payments, such as tithes, membership fees, or “annual tax”, by the Canadian
religious institute in consideration of receiving ongoing value in the form of goods and
services from the generalate or provincialate. These goods and services would need to
be equivalent in value to the amount that is paid to the generalate or provincialate as a
“head body” in excess of the permitted de minimis threshold (i.e. the lesser of 5% of the
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expenditures of the charity or $5,000.00) as provided for under Appendix C of CRA
Guidance on Carrying on Activities Outside of Canada
o It would be important to document the arrangement through a written agreement (e.g.
such as a “head body” agreement)
o The agreement would need to document the goods and services that the religious
institute in Canada receives from the generalate or provincialate (e.g. administrative
services, spiritual resources, ongoing training and guidance, entitlement to use the
name of the institute in Canada, advise on canonical matters, etc.)
o The amount to be paid would need to be determined and paid in accordance with a
regular schedule to be agreed upon by the institute and the generalate or provincialate
o It is important, though, that payments to a generalate or provincialate under a “head
body” agreement not include payments to fund charitable programs, as such
programs would need to be funded through the generalate or provincialate in
accordance with appropriate documentation that evidences direction and control by
the Canadian religious institute rather than making a payment in return for goods and
services received from the generalate or provincialate as a “head body”

DISCLAIMER: This outline is a work in progress, as civil and canonical law are constantly evolving,
including the circumstances in which these systems operate. As well, this outline reflects a summary
of current legal and canonical issues provided for information purposes only. This presentation is only
current as of the date of the summary and does not reflect subsequent changes in the law. The outline
is distributed with the understanding that it does not constitute legal advice. Readers are advised to
consult with a qualified lawyer and obtain a written opinion concerning the specifics of their particular
situation.

